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Abstract: Since the split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) test technology was proposed, it has played
an important role in the study of dynamic mechanical properties of materials under the impact
of dynamic load. It is a major test technology for the study of dynamic mechanical properties of
materials. The expansion of the range of materials studied has also posed a challenge to the SHPB
test technique, requiring some improvements to the conventional SHPB test apparatus and analysis
methods to meet the test conditions and ensure the accuracy of its results. Based on a systematic
review of the development of the SHPB test technique and the test principles, the main factors
that influence the test’s ability to meet the two basic assumptions at this stage are analyzed, and
the ways to handle them are summarized. The stress wave dispersion phenomenon caused by the
transverse inertia effect of the pressure bar means that the test no longer satisfies the one-dimensional
stress wave assumption, while the pulse-shaping technique effectively reduces the wave dispersion
phenomenon and also has the effect of achieving constant strain rate loading and promoting the
dynamic stress equilibrium of the specimen. Impedance matching between the pressure bar and
specimen effectively solves the problem of the test’s difficulty because the transmitted signal is weak,
and the assumption that the stress/strain is uniformly distributed along the length of the specimen is
not satisfied when studying low-wave impedance material with the conventional SHPB test device.
The appropriate pressure bar material can be selected according to the value of the wave impedance of
the test material. According to the wave impedance values of different materials, the corresponding
suggestions for the selection of pressure bar materials are given. Moreover, a new pressure bar
material (modified gypsum) for materials with very-low-wave impedance is proposed. Finally, for
some materials (foamed concrete, aluminum honeycomb, porous titanium, etc.) that cannot meet the
two basic assumptions of the test, the Lagrangian analysis method can be combined with SHPB test
technology application. Based on the analysis and calculation of the energy conservation equation, the
dynamic constitutive relationship of the materials can be obtained without assuming the constitutive
relationship of the experimental materials.

Keywords: split-Hopkinson pressure bar; pulse-shaping technique; impedance matching; Lagrangian
analysis method

1. Introduction

Recently, the study of the dynamic mechanical properties of materials under high strain
rate has received increasing attention. In practical engineering, there are many high-strain-
rate (approximately 60 s−1~104 s−1) loading situations, such as earthquakes, engineering
blasting, rock bursts, high-speed impacts, and high-speed machining. These numerous
practical problems require studying the dynamic mechanical properties of materials in order
to gain a deeper understanding of them. The split-Hopkinson pressure bar test apparatus
(SHPB test apparatus), with a novel design principle, ingenious measurement method,
simple structure, and easy operation, is widely used in the study of the dynamic mechanical
behavior of materials at high strain rates and their mathematical model–material dynamic
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constitutive relationships. The SHPB test technique was initially used to study metallic
materials. With the development of material dynamic test technology and the increase in
material diversity, the SHPB test technique’s research objects have been expanded to brittle
materials, soft materials, foam materials, polymer materials, and composite materials,
which have been applied in various fields [1–10]. In addition to the conventional dynamic
compression test, the dynamic tensile properties and crack propagation laws of materials
can also be studied using the dynamic Brazilian disc split tensile test, which has a different
loading mode compared to the former [11–18]. Since the introduction of the SHPB test
technique, it has played a non-negligible role in the study of the mechanical response of
materials under medium- and high-strain-rate loading conditions.

In 1914, Hopkinson first proposed the Hopkinson pressure bar test apparatus, which
could be used to measure pulse waveforms under dynamic load impact conditions, laying
the foundation for the SHPB test technique [19]. In 1948, Davies improved the apparatus by
installing a wave guide switch in the pressure bar of the Hopkinson apparatus, observing
the pulse waveform through a scanning device and cathode ray oscilloscope, and measuring
the displacement of the particles in the pressure bar using an amplifier and a capacitor
device [20]. The split-Hopkinson pressure bar test technique was developed in 1949 by
Kolsky. Based on Hopkinson (1914) and Davies (1948), the number of elastic pressure
bars in the test apparatus was changed to two, and two pressure bars were used to clamp
the specimen for loading tests so that the dynamic stress–strain relationship of materials
under high-strain-rate loading conditions could be obtained [21,22]. In 1960, Harding et al.
analyzed and improved the SHPB apparatus, proposing the SHPB tensile apparatus, which
applied the dynamic tensile loading to a specimen [23]. In 1964, Lindholm proposed the
application of a strain gauge to the SHPB test technique and used a strain gauge pasted
onto two pressure bars to measure the strain pulse signal, which effectively improved
the test’s measurement accuracy [24]. During the same period, Baker et al. proposed the
SHPB torsional impact machine, and a new method was developed for determining the
dynamic shear stress–strain relationships of materials subjected to high rates of torsional
loading [25]. By the 1970s, the SHPB test technique had become a major technique for
testing the dynamic mechanical properties of materials.

The key feature of the SHPB test technology is that the stress wave effect (inertia effect)
and strain rate effect are decoupled via an SHPB, and these two factors can be studied
separately in the test process without considering the interaction between the two effects,
which simplifies the process. A conventional SHPB test system is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a split-Hopkinson pressure bar system.

During the test, the impact bar strikes the incident bar at a certain speed and generates
an incident pulse σI(t), which is transmitted to the specimen through the incident bar.
Under the action of the incident pulse, the specimen degenerates at a high speed and
propagates the reflected pulse σR(t) and the transmitted pulse σT(t) to the incident bar and
to the transmitted bar, respectively, which reflect the dynamic mechanical behavior of the
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material. They are measured using strain gauges attached to the incident and transmitted
bars, respectively. During the test, a higher strain rate level can be achieved via increasing
the set value of the impact air pressure. The SHPB can be applied for large strain testing
because it is mainly used to study the dynamic characteristics of various materials under
high-strain-rate loading conditions (102 s−1~104 s−1). The theoretical value of the loading
strain rate limitation is 104 s−1. Thus far, the maximum loading strain rate achieved in a
laboratory test is about 103 s−1, and the specific experimental data (strain rates) are shown
in Figure 2 [26–31].
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The SHPB test technique is based on two basic assumptions: (1) a one-dimensional
stress wave assumption in the bar and (2) a stress–strain uniformity assumption. According
to the one-dimensional stress wave assumption, the formulas for calculating the mean
stress σS(t), strain rate

.
εS(t), and strain εS(t) of specimens under the impact of dynamic

load can be derived, also known as the “three-wave method” formula:

σS(t) =
AE
2AS

[ε I(t) + εR(t) + εT(t)] (1)

.
εS(t) =

C0

lS
[ε I(t)− εR(t)− εT(t)] (2)

εS(t) =
∫ t

0

.
εS(t)dt =

C0

lS

∫ t

0
[ε I(t)− εR(t)− εT(t)]dt (3)

where A (m2), E (Pa), and C0 (m/s) are the cross-sectional area, elastic modulus, and
elastic wave velocity of the pressure bar, respectively; AS (m2) is the cross-sectional area of
the specimen; lS (m) is the length of the specimen; ε I(t) is the incident wave strain signal;
εR(t) is the reflected wave strain signal; and εT(t) is the transmitted wave strain signal.

Although the SHPB test technique has a long history of development, materials research
and engineering practice have developed and demand more. In order to meet the test condi-
tions (two basic assumptions), there are still the following problems: the stress wave dispersion
phenomenon and stress/strain inequality of specimens. The dispersion phenomenon means
that the stress wave that propagates in the pressure bar is no longer in a one-dimensional
stress state, which does not satisfy the assumption of a one-dimensional stress wave. This is
caused by the transverse inertia effect of the pressure bar, which results in oscillations in the
stress–strain curve, masking the mechanical properties of the material itself and generating
test errors. When the stress wave is transmitted from the pressure bar to the specimen, it
is reflected several times inside the specimen. When the number of reflections reaches the
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minimum required value and the strain is greater than 1%, the specimen meets the assumption
of uniformity. However, for different types of materials, the situation is often different. For
brittle materials, their failure strains are all less than 1%, and the specimens are destroyed
before reaching the uniform distribution of stress/strain. Due to the low density and low
wave velocity of porous media materials and soft materials, the time required for the specimen
to reach the uniform state is greatly extended, which leads to the incident stress pulse entering
the peak stage but the specimen not reaching the uniform state. Under the influence of the
above factors, the test no longer satisfies the assumption of uniformity. Some studies suggest
that waveform dispersion can be corrected using fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis [32].
The “three-bar SHPB technique” proposed by Ellwood et al. can change the incident pulse
waveform to obtain the desired waveform and realize constant strain rate loading [33]. Based
on a study by Ellwood et al. (1982), Parry et al. simplified the apparatus using a preloaded
bar whose strength was lower than that of the incident bar and eliminated the simulated
specimen [34]. Some scholars proposed the improved double-specimen SHPB method based
on the three-bar SHPB technique, which effectively eliminated high-frequency oscillation and
reduced the test cost [35]. Frew et al. combined copper and steel into a pulse shaper and
placed it on the impact surface of the incident bar to improve the SHPB test apparatus [36].
Guo et al. studied further on this basis and adopted two continuous pulse shapers of different
sizes to achieve constant strain rate loading in dynamic mechanical tests of high-strength
concrete [37].

In this paper, based on a systematic review of the development and principle of the
SHPB, the main factors (pulse shaping and impedance matching) influencing the test to
satisfy the two basic assumptions (the one-dimensional stress wave assumption and stress–
strain uniformity assumption) are analyzed, and the countermeasures are summarized.
In addition, on the basis of the analysis of previous studies, the appropriate pressure bar
materials corresponding to different wave impedance materials are proposed. In view of
the research gaps and research fields of the SHPB at the present stage, some suggestions and
prospects are given. To this end, the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce
the principle, function, and research status of the pulse-shaping technique in detail. In
Section 3, the necessity of impedance matching between test materials and the pressure
bar is analyzed. On the basis of previous studies, a limit value of the impedance ratio
between the specimen and the pressure bar is proposed, and a material suggestion table for
the pressure bar is given (for various experimental materials). The idea of combining the
Lagrangian analysis method with the SHPB is discussed. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions
are drawn.

2. Transverse Inertia Effect of Pressure Bar and Pulse-Shaping Technique

During the SHPB test, the motion of an elastic pressure bar is analyzed from a mi-
croscopic point of view, which can be regarded as the motion of numerous masses in the
pressure bar. It should be pointed out that there is an inertial effect on the transverse
(radial) motion of the masses, namely the transverse inertia effect, which leads to the
undeniable influence of transverse (radial) contraction or expansion of the pressure bar
on the kinetic energy. The existence of a transverse inertia effect leads to the dispersion
phenomenon of stress wave propagation in the pressure bar, which no longer satisfies the
elementary theory of the stress wave in the one-dimensional bar. The so-called dispersion
phenomenon means that the waveform originally composed of harmonic components of
different frequencies superimposed no longer maintains its original form in the process of
propagation but is dispersed. The harmonic components of different frequencies propagate
according to their respective phase velocities. This theoretical analysis is based on the
spectrum analysis method. Due to the transverse movement of the masses in the pressure
bar, there is non-uniform distribution of mass displacement, velocity, and acceleration on
the plane section of the pressure bar, which leads to not only axial stress in the pressure
bar but also the stress state changing from one dimension to three dimensions. Whether
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the one-dimensional stress wave hypothesis can be satisfied in the SHPB test depends on
whether the transverse inertia effect can be ignored.

The pulse-shaping technique plays a key role in reducing the wave dispersion phe-
nomenon, which is divided into the incident pulse-shaping method and the special-shaped
impact bar method. The incident pulse-shaping method involves pasting a thin sheet of
material with good plasticity (called a pulse shaper) onto the end face of the incident bar
impact and increasing the rise time of the incident pulse through its plastic deformation.
The principle is to filter the high-frequency oscillations in the incident pulse and increase
the rise time of the incident pulse so that its rising front becomes flat. The incident wave
is then shaped from a rectangular wave to a sinusoidal wave, reducing the transverse
inertia effect and the dispersion of the stress wave over long distances. For the selection of
pulse-shaping materials, scholars mostly use copper sheets (brass and red copper) with
different thicknesses and shapes (circular sheets and ring-shaped sheets) as shapers to
achieve dynamic mechanical property analyses of various materials [9,38–51]. New ma-
terials such as aluminum alloys, medical tapes, cardboard, rubber, and asbestos flakes
are gradually being used in the pulse-shaping technique in response to the diversity of
dynamic mechanical properties of materials [52–59]. Figure 3 shows the shaping effect of a
rubber shaper.
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In addition, Pang et al. tested polycarbonate (PC) material as a pulse-shaping material
and compared the test results of using a copper pulse shaper, which showed a good curve
fitting [60]. With the development and improvement of the test technique, more new
materials will be applied to the incident pulse-shaping technique.

The principle of the special-shaped impact bar method is to change the shape of the
impact bar so as to change the shape of the incident wave. Generally, spindle-shaped
impact bars and tapered impact bars are used [61–67]. Figure 4 shows the different types of
impact bars.
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In view of the current situation of the research and application of the pulse-shaping
technique, the relevant domestic and international literature was analyzed. The types of
shaping materials in the incident wave-shaping method and the corresponding relation-
ships between them and the test materials are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the current applications of the incident pulse-shaping method.

Pulse-Shaping Materials Types of Materials Types of Test Specimens

Copper sheet (brass, red copper)

brittle materials concrete, rock, inorganic glass, ceramic,
cement mortar, frozen soil

composite materials Epoxy resin composite, composite ceramic,
cement-based composite

metallic materials aluminum alloy, NiTi alloy, copper, cast iron

polymeric materials acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)

soft materials silicone rubber

Hardboard

metallic materials brass

soft materials rubber, polyurethane plastic

composite materials modified double-base propellant

Rubber

brittle materials rock, concrete

soft materials natural rubber (NR), nitrile butadiene rubber
(NBR), silicone rubber, fatty soft tissue

Medical plaster soft materials muscle soft tissue

Medical tape brittle materials animal skeletal tissue

Asbestos sheet composite materials modified double-base propellant

Vaseline soft materials granular cementing materials

At first, the shaping materials in the incident pulse-shaping method were mainly
brass or red copper sheets. As can be seen from Table 1, when copper sheets were used
as shaping material in the SHPB test, brittle materials, composite materials, and metallic
materials were mainly studied, while soft materials were less involved. This is because
the selection of the shaping materials has to consider the strength of the test materials
as a factor. Usually the strength of the two should be similar; there cannot be too much
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difference. For copper shaping material application limitations, hardboard, rubber, medical
plaster, asbestos sheets, and other materials were gradually used in the pulse-shaping
technique with the development of test technology and materials research. It can be seen in
Table 1 that these materials were mainly applied to soft materials and other materials with
low strength and low wave impedance.

The principle for selecting the shaping material of the incident pulse-shaping method
is that it has good shaping and deforming ability, and it can smooth the rising front of
the incident pulse through plastic deformation of the shaping material. Based on this
principle, more materials with good plasticity and suitability can be introduced into the
SHPB test technique as shaping materials, such as Plexiglas, rubber, lead sheets, and
polymer materials. The increase in shaping materials means that the range of test materials
can be expanded.

For the special-shaped impact bar method, the impact bar shapes and test materials
mainly used in the SHPB test at the present stage are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of main application status of special-shaped impact bar method.

Types of Impact Bar Incident Waveforms Types of Materials Types of Test Specimens

Tapered impact bar
half-sine wave, sine wave brittle materials

rock

Spindle-shaped impact bar rock, concrete, high-strength mortar, ceramic

In the first proposed special-shaped impact bar method, the impact bar shape was
tapered. With the continuous development and progress of the SHPB test technique, the
spindle-shaped impact bar has become the first choice in the application of the special-
shaped impact bar method. It can be seen from Table 2 that the special-shaped impact bar
method is mainly applied to brittle materials such as rocks and concrete in the SHPB test,
and it is rarely applied to other types of materials. The impact bar material can be changed
from common steel to an aluminum alloy or aluminum magnesium alloy according to the
actual conditions and requirements. However, due to the role and characteristics of the
impact bar in the SHPB test, the material strength of the impact bar has certain requirements,
and the materials of the impact bar and the pressure bar need to match, not being too soft.
Therefore, the selection of pressure bar material may have certain limitations when using a
special-shaped impact bar.

The comparison between the incident pulse-shaping method and the special-shaped
impact bar method can be analyzed in combination with Tables 1 and 2. The main ap-
plication object of the special-shaped impact bar method is brittle material. After the
introduction of hardboard, rubber, medical tape, and other shaping materials, the incidence
pulse-shaping method has a very wide range of application, including brittle materials,
composite materials, metallic materials, and soft materials. Currently, there is a wide
variety of materials to test. The incident pulse-shaping method is able to cope with this
better and is more universally applied. In terms of the types of test materials involved, it is
better than the special-shaped impact bar method.

The waveform before and after shaping can also be compared and analyzed. The
unshaped incident pulse is a rectangular waveform, and the function of pulse-shaping
technology is to shape the original rectangular wave into a sine wave or half-sine wave.
There is no denying that a sine wave is superior to a rectangular wave. There are two main
problems when the incident pulse is a rectangular wave: the high-frequency oscillation
caused by the direct collision between the bars and the short rise of the stress wave, that is,
too steep of a rise front. The high-frequency oscillation makes the stress wave appear to be
dispersing in the process of propagation, which leads to the failure of the SHPB test to meet
the one-dimensional stress wave assumption and the large error of test data. The steep
rising front of the incident wave leads to the failure of the specimen made of a test material
with small strain in the test process before reaching the dynamic stress balance inside the
specimen. After shaping, the sine wave is filtered out of high-frequency oscillations, and
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its rising front becomes flatter (compared with the rectangular wave), which largely meets
the test requirements.

The pulse-shaping technique also has the effect of achieving constant strain rate load-
ing and promoting dynamic stress equilibrium in the specimen, reducing the waveform
dispersion phenomenon while also facilitating stress equilibrium and uniformity of defor-
mation in the specimen [22,68]. The pulse-shaping technique has become an indispensable
technology for SHPB research, especially for large-diameter SHPB devices, and a new
highlight in the SHPB testing technique for different types of materials [54]. At present,
there is no set of clear evaluation criteria for the shaping effect. For different test materials
and different test conditions, the selection of which shaping technique can achieve the best
shaping effect needs to consider the stress waveform after shaping and the diversity of
shaping materials, as well as the degree of accessibility, test cost, and other factors. During
the test, the shaping materials can be selected flexibly to achieve the best effect.

3. Analysis and Matching Study of Wave Impedance between Pressure Bar and Specimen

The wave impedance value of a material is the product of the material’s own density
(ρ) and the p-wave velocity (C). The wave impedance ratio of the specimen material to
the compression bar

(
(ρC)specimen/(ρC)pressure bar

)
affects the SHPB test in two ways: the

difference in the wave impedance ratio changes the minimum number of internal reflections
kmin of the stress wave required by the specimen to achieve dynamic stress balance and
the size of the transmitted pulse signal. Equations for the transmission coefficient and
reflection coefficients can be derived from an analysis of the transmission and reflection
of elastic waves at different media partition interfaces. Then, taking the stress intensity
discontinuous disturbance as the starting point, the calculation formula of the dimension-
less stress difference (relative stress difference) can be obtained for the two ends of the
specimen with different incident waveforms. Metallic materials have good uniformity, high
wave velocity, and high density, so the conventional SHPB test device can meet the test
requirements, but it is no longer suitable for soft materials, foam materials, or composite
materials, which have low density, low wave velocity, and small wave impedance. The
wave impedance value of the pressure bar material should not be too large compared with
that of the specimen material. Otherwise, a too-small wave impedance ratio makes the
transmission coefficient too small and the reflection coefficient too large, resulting in a weak
transmitted pulse signal in the test, which is basically submerged by interference signals in
the environment, and effective test data cannot be measured.

When the dimensionless stress difference is less than 5%, the specimen can be approxi-
mately considered to meet the assumption of uniformity [69]. Under this condition, the
value of the wave impedance ratio directly determines the minimum number of times kmin
that the stress wave is reflected within the specimen to reach stress equilibrium. The smaller
the number of reflections, the closer to the ideal state. For different incident waveforms
(sine wave, half-sine wave, rectangular wave, trapezoidal wave, triangle wave, etc.), the
selection principle of the wave impedance ratio varies. For example, for a rectangular wave,
the increase in the wave impedance ratio reduces the minimum number of reflections. For
a trapezoidal wave, to reduce the minimum number of reflections, it is necessary to reduce
the wave impedance ratio [70]. It should be pointed out that, while considering how to
reduce the minimum number of reflections, the influence of the wave impedance ratio on
the transmitted pulse signal should be taken into account. It is not permissible to increase
or decrease the wave impedance ratio without reducing the number of reflections. The
wave impedance values of the pressure bar and the specimen material should be close and
the difference should not exceed a certain range to achieve a certain degree of matching.

According to the coaxial impact of a finite-length elastic bar and the knowledge of
elastic wave reflection and transmission on different dielectric interfaces, when an elastic
wave propagates from one medium to another medium with different wave impedance, it
propagates the reflected wave disturbance and transmitted wave disturbance to the two
media. The wave impedance ratio ((ρ0C0)1/(ρ0C0)2) of these two media determines the
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magnitude of the reflected wave disturbance and the transmitted wave disturbance to a
certain extent. For two kinds of media with the same impedance, the elastic wave is not
reflected in the process of propagation but in the whole transmission through the two media.
In this case, it can be considered that the two media have reached the impedance-matching
state. The pressure bar material of a conventional SHPB test device is high-strength alloy
steel, whose wave impedance value is much higher than that of composite materials, soft
materials, foam materials, and other low-impedance materials. The wave impedance of the
specimen and the pressure bar is seriously mismatched, resulting in most of the incident
wave in the test process being reflected back to the incident bar, making the transmitted
signal weak and making it impossible to measure the effective transmitted signal. At the
same time, the amplitudes of the incident pulse and reflected pulse are very close to each
other, which introduces great difficulties to the processing of test data and seriously affects
the test results.

There are two ways to solve the problem of weak transmitted pulse signal. The first
method is to change the wave impedance ratio and increase the transmission coefficient by
selecting materials with lower wave impedance as the pressure bar materials, which funda-
mentally increases the transmitted pulse signal. Aluminum alloy, with a density of about
one-third of that of steel, has become a common material for improving the impedance
matching between the pressure bar and the specimen [71–85]. For specimens with smaller
wave impedance, such as soft materials and polymer materials, polymeric materials such as
polycarbonate (PC), nylon, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), polyethylene terephthalate
(PET), and other polymeric materials can be used as the pressure bar materials [86–105].
Stress waves attenuate and disperse when propagating in viscoelastic pressure bar mate-
rials (PC, nylon, PMMA, PET, etc.). Unlike the geometric dispersion of stress waves, this
dispersion phenomenon belongs to the constitutive dispersion of materials and requires
the correction of test data. The Pochhammer and Chree frequency equations form the
basis for analyzing longitudinal wave propagation in this case. These equations relate
the phase velocity to frequency for one-dimensional wave propagation [106,107]. Even
though the Pochhammer–Chree solution is not exact for a finite bar, it is easily applica-
ble and sufficiently accurate for long pressure bars. On the basis of Pochhammer’s and
Chree’s longitudinal wave solution for an infinite cylindrical elastic bar, Davies proposed
a dispersion correction [20]. In combination with Fourier transform, Follansbee et al. ap-
plied a mathematical solution to the equation of motion to correct for wave dispersion
in the SHPB test [108]. On the basis of previous studies, Bacon used an experimental
approach to extract a transfer function of the bar in the frequency domain, automatically
correcting both material (constitutive) and geometric dispersion in Hopkinson bar experi-
ments. This wave propagation method, hereinafter named the transfer function method
(TF method), is very effective and appealing. Indeed, wave propagation experiments may
be utilized themselves as a baseline of viscoelastic coefficient identification [109]. After
introducing polymeric pressure bar materials into the SHPB test, other scholars have also
proposed corresponding correction methods based on their own test content and data
analysis requirements [88,89,94,98].

PMMA can be used as the pressure bar material for some unconventional experiments,
such as assessment of the fluid cavitation threshold, when using the improved SHPB
test device [110–112]. In addition, Nie et al. took titanium alloy (density of about half
that of steel) as the pressure bar material and directly generated an incident stress pulse
using the electromagnetic energy conversion technology of the LC circuit, proposing a
new electromagnetic-separated Hopkinson pressure bar (ESHPB). Dynamic compression
tests were carried out on four materials: Epoxy resin, 2024 aluminum alloy, copper, and
PMMA [113]. Weiner et al. investigated the dynamic mechanical properties of polymer
matrix epoxy resin (3501-6) used for composites using woven glass/epoxy composites
as the compression bar material [114]. Pressure bars of various materials are shown in
Figure 5.
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There are many types of test materials involved in an SHPB test, and their physical
and mechanical properties are also different. The SHPB test’s circumstances are divided
into room-temperature and high-temperature conditions (approximately 100 ◦C to 900 ◦C),
and the specimen can be heated with a high-temperature electric furnace. It should be
noted that the change in temperature condition is for the specimen, and the pressure bars
need to be at room temperature during the whole test. If the temperature condition of
pressure bars increases, their mechanical parameters change, such as strength reduction
and softening, which can affect the accuracy of the test results to some extent. Table 3 lists
several important physical and mechanical parameters of different pressure bar materials,
which can be combined with the parameters of the test materials to match the impedance
of the specimen and pressure bar in the test process.

Table 3. Physical and mechanical parameters for various types of pressure bar materials.

Pressure Bar Materials Density
ρ (kg/m3)

Wave Velocity
C (m/s)

Elastic Modulus
E (GPa)

Wave Impedance
ρC (kg/(m2·s))

Steel 7800 5190 210 40,482,000
Aluminum alloy 2770 5036 70.25 13,949,720

Polyethylene terephthalate 1680 1543 4.0 2,592,240
Polymethyl methacrylate 1178 1716 3.47 2,021,448

Nylon 1140 1710 3.3 1,949,400
Polycarbonate 1180 1420 2.379 1,675,600

Room temperature is the condition for these parameters.

The calculation formulas of transmission and reflection coefficients can be derived from
the reflection and transmission principles of elastic waves on different media interfaces and
the momentum conservation equation of the wave front. They are completely determined
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via the wave impedance ratio between the specimen and the pressure bar material. The
calculation formulas of impedance ratio, transmission coefficient, and reflection coefficient
are as follows. 

T = 2n
1+n

F = 1−n
1+n

n =
(ρC)specimen

(ρC)pressure bar

(4)

where T is the transmission coefficient, F is the reflection coefficient, n is the wave
impedance ratio, ρ (kg/m3) is the density, and C (m/s) is the wave velocity.

During the test, the transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient directly deter-
mine the size of the transmitted pulse signal and reflected pulse signal, and the size of
these two types of pulse signals (relative to external interference signals and between them)
affects the validity and accuracy of the test data. Considering the current research results
of impedance matching [71–105] and the timeliness factor (due to the rapid development
of SHPB test technology), the previously proposed standard may not be applicable at this
stage. If the impedance ratio between the specimen and the pressure bar is 1/4, n = 1/4 is
taken as the threshold. When the impedance ratio is 1/4, the transmission coefficient (T) is
calculated as 2/5 and the reflection coefficient (F) as 3/5. At this time, if the impedance ratio
is further reduced, the transmission coefficient is too small, and then the transmitted pulse
signal is too small, which affects the analytical accuracy of the test data. Therefore, the limit
value of the impedance ratio between the specimen and the pressure bar recommended in
this paper is 1/4.

A table of recommended pressure bar materials corresponding to different wave
impedance test materials is given in Table 4 with a combination of commonly used research
materials as supplementary notes. The wave impedance of metallic materials and most
rocks is greater than 1 × 107 kg/(m2·s) (one-quarter of the wave impedance of a steel bar),
so a steel bar is recommended. An aluminum alloy bar is recommended for materials with
a wave impedance greater than 3.5 × 106 kg/(m2·s) (one-quarter of the wave impedance
of an aluminum alloy bar) and less than or equal to 1 × 107 kg/(m2·s), such as concrete.
For soft or ultra-soft materials whose wave impedance is less than 3.5 × 106 kg/(m2·s),
polymeric materials such as polycarbonate, nylon, and PMMA with lower wave impedance
are recommended as pressure bar materials.

Table 4. Pressure bar material suggestion table corresponding to various test materials.

Types of Materials Wave Impedance
ρC (kg/(m2·s)) Types of Test Specimens Recommended Pressure

Bar Materials

Metallic materials 1.4 × 107~4.0 × 107 iron, copper, titanium, and aluminum alloy
steel

Brittle materials
1.2 × 107~2.0 × 107 granite, sandstone, chert, etc.

5.0 × 106~1.0 × 107 concrete, coal rock, infill aluminum alloy

Composite materials 5.0 × 105~3.0 × 107
carbon fiber epoxy resin matrix composites,
solid propellants, in situ composites, hollow

sphere/alloy composites

steel, aluminum alloy,
PET, PC

Polymeric materials 4.0 × 105~6.0 × 106 PMMA, polymer-bonded explosives (PBXs),
clear polyurethane films, phenolic laminates

aluminum alloy, PET,
PC, nylon

Soft materials 3.0 × 104~1.7 × 105

polyurethane, TPE gel, polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) hydrogel, nitrile butadiene rubber

(NBR), silicone rubber, liquid silicone rubber
(LSR), muscle soft tissue, animal liver tissue

PET, PMMA, PC, nylon

During the impedance-matching process of the SHPB test, there are also situations
when the polymeric material pressure bar cannot meet the requirements or the matching
effect is not ideal, so it is necessary to explore and study new materials of pressure bars.
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The wave impedance value of gypsum (about 1 × 106 kg/(m2·s)) is smaller than that of
polycarbonate and nylon. When the wave impedance of test materials is very small (e.g.,
bentonite), it may be considered to be introduced into impedance-matching studies as an
option for new pressure bar materials. However, the impact strength of gypsum itself is
low, the compressive strength is about 10 MPa, and the bending strength is about 8 MPa.
If it is used as the pressure bar material alone, the gypsum pressure bar may be broken
before a certain number of impact tests are carried out, resulting in a low utilization rate.
To address this problem, combined with the current research on modified materials, glass
fiber, SBR latex, blast furnace slag, silicate clinker, dense amine resin, or high-efficiency
water-reducing agent can be used as modified materials and mixed with gypsum in a
certain proportion to prepare the corresponding modified gypsum composite materials
so as to achieve the purpose of strengthening the mechanical properties of gypsum bar
materials [115–126].

The second way to solve the problem of weak transmitted pulse signal is to change
the measurement method of the stress pulse signal. High-sensitivity materials such as
semiconductor strain gauges and quartz piezoelectric crystals are used to replace ordinary
foil-resistance strain gauges, and accurate transmitted pulse signals can be measured via
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio [80,83,90,100,104,127]. Compared with the resistance
strain gauge, the semiconductor strain gauge can improve the signal-to-noise ratio by about
50 times, and the quartz crystal can improve the signal-to-noise ratio by about 3000 times.
In recent years, for the SHPB testing of low-impedance materials, scholars have begun
to combine the above two improved methods so as to better solve the problem of weak
transmitted pulse signal and obtain reliable dynamic mechanical properties of materials.

For different types of materials, the accuracy of the experimental results depends on
the impedance matching between the material and pressure bar (the main factor), but it also
depends on the pulse shaping (the minor factor). In terms of the nature of the material itself,
some adjustments need to be made on the basis of the conventional SHPB experimental
method. For rock, a shaper and a steel bar that match the rock’s impedance are used to
ensure accuracy. For concrete, whose wave impedance is less than rock, in order to ensure
impedance matching and make the test results accurate, the wave impedance value of
the pressure bar should be reduced, and an aluminum bar needs to be used. For other
materials with lower wave impedance than concrete (such as soft materials), it is necessary
to use PC bars, nylon bars, and other types of bars whose impedance values are lower than
that of an aluminum bar. The pulse-shaping technique can filter out the high-frequency
oscillations caused by the direct impact between the pressure bars, which reduces the error
in the process of data processing. At the same time, it also ensures the constant strain rate
loading of the specimen during the experiment.

4. Application of Lagrangian Analysis Method to Impact Test of Porous Medium Materials

The SHPB test is based on two basic assumptions. The validity and reliability of test
data and results are ensured under the conditions of meeting the two basic assumptions
during the test. That is, to obtain reliable dynamic mechanical properties of various
materials, these two basic assumptions must be met during the SHPB test. However, some
materials, even after a series of improvements, such as the pulse-shaping technique and
impedance matching, still cannot meet the two basic assumptions required by the test.
For example, for porous media materials (foam concrete, honeycomb aluminum, porous
titanium, etc.), due to their internal pore structure, when the stress wave propagates in
their internal structure, two-dimensional or three-dimensional reflection and refraction
occur, which does not meet the one-dimensional stress wave assumption. Moreover, the
porosity and skeleton deformation of porous medium materials under high-strain-rate
loading cannot be consistent. Furthermore, the characteristics of low density and low wave
velocity greatly prolong the time required for the specimen to reach the stress equilibrium
state, which cannot satisfy the assumption of uniform distribution of stress/strain along
the length of the specimen. As a result, reliable dynamic stress–strain curves cannot be
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calculated with the SHPB test technique. The materials that still cannot meet the test
requirements during the test after the improvements of the pulse-shaping technique and
impedance matching are shown in Figure 6.
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For such cases, the Lagrangian analysis method can be introduced into the analysis of
experimental data by combining conservation of momentum with conservation of mass
because the energy is conserved in the whole experimental process. The combination of the
Lagrangian analysis method and the Hopkinson pressure bar technique provides another
feasible idea. In the early 1970s, Fowles et al. and Cowperthwaite et al. first proposed the
Lagrangian analysis method, and Fowles performed a comprehensive elaboration of the
Lagrangian analysis method [128–130]. Grady achieved the practical application of the
Lagrangian analysis method in 1973 by referring to the path-line method [131].

The Lagrangian analysis method is the most popular among all types of wave propaga-
tion inverse analysis (WPIA) techniques because there is no need to assume the constitutive
model of the test materials. The basic idea is to set sensors at different Lagrangian locations on
the specimen to record the changes in a series of wave profiles of a certain mechanical quan-
tity (such as stress, strain, or particle velocity) propagating through the specimen. Through
mathematical derivation and numerical calculation of the universal conservation equation,
other unknowns in mechanics are obtained so as to obtain the dynamic stress–strain curve
of the material and determine the rate-dependent constitutive relationship of the material.
Both the split-Hopkinson pressure bar technique and the wave propagation inverse analysis
technique are widely used to study the mechanical behavior of materials on impact, although
neither of them can provide a fully satisfactory analysis on their own. The combination of
the Lagrangian analysis method and the SHPB test technique consolidates the advantages
of the two and allows one to obtain accurate dynamic mechanical response results of test
materials through analysis and calculation when the test fails to meet the two basic assump-
tions, avoiding some deficiencies when the two are applied separately. Wang et al. introduced
the damage-corrected constitutive model into the SHPB test technique and proposed a new
method combining Lagrangian inverse analysis with the Hopkinson pressure bar technique,
which is divided into the “lsv + nv” method and the “lsv + nε” method. It has also been
applied to study the dynamic mechanical responses of nylon, concrete, Ti-Ni alloy, and other
materials [132–134]. Traditional Lagrangian analysis in a one-dimensional stress state, regard-
less of the assumptions made about the material’s constitutive relationship, is based on the
following conservation equations:
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ρ0
∂v
∂t

=
∂σ

∂X
(5)

∂v
∂X

=
∂ε

∂t
(6)

where ρ0 (kg/m3) is the material density, v (m/s) is the velocity of the mass, σ is the stress,
ε is the strain, X is the Lagrangian coordinate, and t is time.

The relationship between stress σ, strain ε, and mass velocity v is established using
the momentum conservation equation (Equation (4)) and the mass conservation equation
(Equation (5)). It is noted that the variables connected by the two conservation equations are
not σ, ε, and v themselves but their first partial derivatives. Therefore, to obtain the dynamic
stress–strain curves of materials, integral operation and initial boundary conditions are
needed to determine the integral constant.

Based on this, Wang et al. proposed an improved Lagrangian analysis method (“nV + T0”
for short) based on the path-line method and the zero initial condition, which can directly
invert the dynamic stress–strain curves of materials at high strain rates without involving
boundary stress, and they used this method to analyze the dynamic mechanical properties
of closed-cell aluminum foam materials [135]. Zhu et al. used the “lsv + nε” Lagrangian
inverse analysis method based on the path-line method in the SHPB test taking the soaking
time of cement mortar specimens in an 8% sodium sulfate solution as a variable to obtain the
dynamic stress–strain relationship and the changing trend in the dynamic elastic modulus
of cement mortar materials under sulfate attack [136]. Zhang et al. obtained the stress–strain
relationship of concrete materials under impact loading conditions via the Lagrangian analysis
method in 2005 [137]. In 2019, Ding et al. introduced multichannel photon Doppler velocimeter
(PDV) technology on the basis of the “nV + T0” analysis method and obtained the dynamic
constitutive relationship of PMMA [138]. In the year of 2020, Yu et al. combined the Lagrangian
inverse analysis method with optical technology and proposed an improved “lsv + nv”
analysis method to obtain the dynamic constitutive behavior of ordinary concrete under
high-strain-rate loading [139]. All the above studies confirm the effectiveness and reliability
of the combination of the Lagrangian analysis method and the split-Hopkinson pressure bar
technique. Through comprehensive analysis and analogical deduction, it can be found that,
without the two basic assumptions of the SHPB test, when combined with the law of energy
conservation (conservation of momentum and conservation of mass), the Lagrangian analysis
method can be applied to the dynamic load impact testing of porous media materials. With the
development of test technology and data analysis techniques, the Lagrangian analysis method
can be more widely used and can be an effective supplement to the SHPB test technique to
deal with various situations.

5. Conclusions

The split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) test technique is based on the Hopkinson
pressure bar technique and has undergone a series of improvements. It combines the
advantages of a novel design principle, clever measurement method, and simple device
structure. At present, it is the main test technique used to study the dynamic mechanical
properties and dynamic constitutive relationship of all types of materials (metallic materials,
brittle materials, soft materials, foam materials, composite materials, etc.) under the
condition of high strain rate. The purpose of this paper was to analyze and summarize
the factors that allow the SHPB test to meet the basic conditions and the corresponding
improvement measures and to provide a coping analysis method when a material fails to
meet the basic conditions of the test. When similar problems occur in future research work
on dynamic mechanical properties of materials, we can accumulate experience based on
successful cases, make effective countermeasures in time, and obtain accurate test results.
The main conclusions are as follows:
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1. The pulse-shaping technique can reduce the stress wave dispersion phenomenon
caused by the transverse inertia effect of the pressure bar, achieve constant strain rate
loading, and accelerate a specimen to achieve dynamic stress balance and a uniform
strain state. It has become an indispensable technology for SHPB research, especially
for large-diameter SHPB devices.

2. Impedance matching between the pressure bar and the specimen is of great signifi-
cance for the SHPB testing of soft materials, polymeric materials, composite materials,
and other low-impedance materials. By changing the pressure bar material, the wave
impedance ratio of the pressure bar and the specimen material is changed, which
fundamentally ensures the accuracy of the test results. A steel bar is recommended
for test materials with a wave impedance greater than 1 × 107 kg/(m2·s). If the wave
impedance of the test materials is greater than 3.5 × 106 kg/(m2·s) and is less than
or equal to 1 × 107 kg/(m2·s), an aluminum alloy bar is recommended. For mate-
rials whose wave impedance is less than 3.5 × 106 kg/(m2·s), polymeric materials
with lower wave impedance, such as polycarbonate, nylon, polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA), and polyethylene terephthalate (PET), are recommended as pressure bar
materials. Modified gypsum composite materials can be used as a new material when
a polymeric pressure bar cannot meet the test requirements. Impedance matching,
combined with semiconductor strain gauge and quartz piezoelectric crystal technol-
ogy, better solves the problem of a weak transmitted pulse signal in an SHPB test with
low-impedance materials.

3. By introducing the Lagrangian analysis method into SHPB test data analysis, it
has been realized that a reliable material dynamic constitutive relationship can be
obtained through conservation analysis and calculation when a test material cannot
meet the two basic assumptions. In combination with the law of energy conservation
(conservation of momentum and conservation of mass), the Lagrangian analysis
method can be applied to dynamic load impact tests on porous media materials
without being based on the two basic assumptions of the SHPB test. The combined
application of the Lagrangian analysis method and the SHPB test technique provides
a new approach to analyzing the dynamic mechanical properties of materials, which
can be an effective supplement to the traditional SHPB test.

4. The main technical gap of the SHPB at this stage is the inapplicability to porous
materials (such as honeycomb aluminum, foam concrete, etc.). When a stress wave
propagates in the internal structure, two-dimensional or three-dimensional reflection
and refraction occur, which results in the experiment not meeting the one-dimensional
stress wave assumption. Therefore, the processed experimental data also has a large
deviation from the theoretical value. The solution for this problem is to use conserva-
tion of energy to analyze experimental data and introduce the Lagrangian analysis
method into SHPB.

5. The improvement and innovation in the SHPB can be divided into two aspects: an
air-pressure-driving system and pressure bar material. Currently, most of the SHPB
devices use a pneumatic driving system to launch the impact bar, which makes the set-
ting air pressure value and the actual impact pressure have a non-negligible deviation.
The impact bar speed is different when the same impact air pressure is set. The test
errors caused by the factor of shock pressure are too large to be eliminated through
simple measures. The impact speed can be accurately and effectively controlled by
changing the driving mode of the impact bar, such as by using an electromagnetic
driving technique instead of the traditional pneumatic driving mode. On the other
hand, in order to satisfy the requirements of the test and ensure the accuracy of the ex-
perimental results, it is necessary to ensure that there is excellent impedance matching
between the sample and pressure bar as much as possible. In view of the diversity of
test materials, it is essential to develop new pressure bar materials, such as modified
gypsum composites.
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